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This mission takes place at night and requires you to safely extract important documents from a 
recently overrun outpost.  You must then return them to a friendly ship. 

Available aircraft are:  A-10A, A-10C, AJS-37, F-5, F-14, F-15, F-16,F-18, M-2000, Su-25T, but one 
player MUST have either an AV-8B, UH-1, or Ka-50 to be able to land at the outpost and pick up the 
documents. 

The option to reduce the number of enemy ground threats, and make the mission easier, will be 
available to you via the F10 radio menu for the first 2 minutes of the mission.  Another note, the 
more advanced / capable aircraft that the player picks, will spawn a more difficult enemy aircraft 
which provides CAP over the target area.

Updated:

- Added 4 x F-16.

- Changed data/time now have full moon



Brief

At approximately 1530 hours, the enemy launched a massive attack across the Bzipi River; and our 
forces stationed on the other side were quickly overrun.  Many retreated back to Gudauta, but we 
still have some men who couldn’t escape in time and are now hiding in and among the buildings.  
When dusk broke, the enemy stopped their advance and hunkered down for the night.  This has 
given us a chance to regroup, and prepare for a counter attack tomorrow morning.  But that's not 
why we're here gentlemen; we're here for something far more important.

One of our commanding officers, who was stationed at a road outpost in the town of Lidzava, had 
earlier in the day received a notebook containing all the logistics data the enemy uses for supporting 
their war effort.  Looks like those rebel spies actually pulled through for once.  Now, why they put all 
this data in a notebook, and not on a computer file, is beyond me.  But the problem we face here is 
that when the outpost was being evacuated, the officer forgot to grab this notebook!  

   So that is our mission tonight, to retrieve that notebook and get it back to one of our ships.  We 
cannot afford to lose the upper hand that this notebook could give us.

   There is one ray of hope though, a Private Higgins who was assigned to the Road Outpost, and 
didn’t make it out with the evacuation, had made contact with us via his cell phone.  He happens to 
still be at the Outpost!   We brought him up to speed on the situation, and he is more than willing to 
help us out.  Though he said that he would just run the notebook out to whoever is doing the pick-
up, as he intends to stay with a few wounded soldiers he is tending to.



  Our secondary objective is to soften up any enemy forces in the area.  This would not only lessen 
the enemy’s numbers for tomorrows counter attack, but it would also increase the likelihood that 
they wouldn’t stumble upon Private Higgins, or any of our other misplaced soldiers, during their 
search of the neighbourhoods.  We have also detected 2 enemy ships approaching the peninsula 
from the west.  They will probably be just off the coast in approximately 4 hours.  If we can take 
them out, that would really help cripple the resistance our boys on the ground would have to deal 
with tomorrow.

Good luck gentlemen.  And don’t forget your NVG’s

-- End Briefing –

All aircraft minus the helo's spawn enemy aircraft.  More difficult aircraft spawn more difficult 
enemies.

All platforms activate Base Zone trigger.

Hueys (3), KA-50's (3), and Harriers (7) are able to do the document pick-ups

The option to reduce the number of enemy ground threats, and make the mission easier, will be 
available to you via the F10 radio menu for the first 2 minutes of the mission.

You can land to refuel and rearm at all the airports south and east of Gudauta.  Gudauta itself has 
been taken out of commission by an enemy artillery group that is just north of the Road Outpost.  
The enemy front-line force, parked just a few kilometres north of the Gudauta airport would also 
have been a major threat to any arriving or departing aircraft.



Fleet movement = HDG 079, at 16 knots.   

Stennis = 74X STN,  ICLS Ch. 20,  126.5 MHz

Forrestal = 59X FST,  ICLS Ch. 18,  126.8  MHz

Tarawa =  8x TRW,   127.5MHz

AWAC Hawkeye Freq = 251 MHz (Channel 2 for all aircraft)

Two S3-B tankers are orbiting over the Carrier group. 

Texaco = 255Mhz, Tacan 4X, at 7,000 ft

Shell = 258Mhz, Tacan 6X, at 6,000 ft


